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For Spring 2013, Ralph Lauren Purple Label presents a dynamic world of sophisticated dressing for the well-traveled gentleman. Suits are slim cut 
for an updated approach to elegance and sportswear takes us from the coast to cricket fields to cosmopolitan cities. 

Tailored clothing celebrates the heritage of formalwear with a mix of traditional two- and three-button trim silhouettes in navy and grey pinstripes. 
Lightweight tan linen and gabardine fabrics lend a spring spirit and pair handsomely with blue shirts. Ties are slim, crafted from luxurious silk and 
subtly patterned with old-school paisleys and graphic dots. 

For sportswear, deep navy and crisp whites are offset by colorful brights, as seen in striking floral-printed pants, cashmere sweaters, bold striped 
shirts and suede driving moccasins. Vibrant outerwear crafted from bonded cotton reveals a more technical edge, while linen pants, braided rope 
belts and a nautical striped motif emphasize a leisurely maritime sensibility.

Inspired by the old world style of 1940s cricket players, sportswear pays homage to the game’s rich heritage. Black and ivory bases feature regal 
purple detailing, while repp-striped ties and spectator shoes reflect a gentlemanly tradition that is quintessentially Purple Label. 

A polished mix of chic weekend-wear is elevated in luxurious fabrics and modern silhouettes. Linen shirts in shades of turquoise, pink and green 
boast sharp cutaway collars that sprawl naturally under slim-fitting linen blazers. Cashmere sweaters in a wide range of spring brights are perfect 
for layering with luxe earth-tone outerwear, including a leather motorcycle jacket and a sand suede mackintosh. 
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Ralph Lauren Black Label presents a sophisticated mix of dark navys, charcoals and browns punctuated by striking color. Sportswear and tailored 
clothing feature sharp, lean silhouettes and luxurious seasonal fabrics for a versatile and ultra-polished look.

Suiting is refined. Black Label’s new silhouette boasts a narrower pant, higher armhole, shorter jacket length and trimmer body. Razor-sharp 
tailoring defines two- and three-button silhouettes in elegant navy, sleek black and dark charcoal. Peak lapels add a more formal touch to double-
breasted styles as well as to a new one-button silhouette. Striped dress shirts in pastel shades of lavender, yellow, green, orange and pink feature 
white contrast collars and are paired with narrow ties cut from solid and subtly patterned luxury silk. Understated pinstripes and three-piece suits 
add unexpected details this spring.

In sportswear, rich browns anchor the collection. Slim-cut trousers, lightweight sweaters and shirts in seasonal shades of teal, orange and purple 
add a coastal influence to technical-inspired outerwear and dress shorts in chocolate brown. Pants in fine cotton and linen are reimagined with crisp 
pleats for distinctive style. Narrow plaque belts in radiant orange and green along with colorful leather and suede footwear, from driving moccasins 
to sandals to canvas espadrilles, embody the season’s casual vibrancy. 

Black Label
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For Spring 2013, Black Label Denim presents a collection of deep indigo blue with splashes of white and ivory. Jackets showcase military- and 
motorcycle-inspired silhouettes, displaying a rebellious edge. Denim is offered in a palette of sand and khaki. Contrasting sunfaded pastels lend an 
unexpected summer feel, while leather, suede and beaded details evoke Western rodeos. 

Innovative washes and fabric treatments are seen in both straight- and slim-fit jeans in dark, medium and light indigo. Pants feature narrow legs, zippers 
at the hem, sleek cargo pockets and multiple snap- and zipper-closure pockets for cutting-edge style. Trim-fitting shirts crafted from white linen, sky 
chambray and navy poplin boast crisp medium-spread collars. Lightweight pullover and cardigan sweaters add tonal contrasts to navy hand-burnished 
leather shirts and belted four-pocket motorcycle jackets in waxed poplin. 

Black Label Denim combines camel-colored bases with weathered pastels in shades of green, pink, purple and blue. Denim chaps and motorcycle pants 
feature intricate detailing, such as suede fringe at the seams and studding, for an updated Western aesthetic. A chambray tunic with yellow, green and 
orange embroidery lends an Eastern edge, while crewneck sweaters in desert naturals are more traditional. Outerwear is rugged yet stylish—a cropped 
jacket in stone and distressed denim, a lambskin bomber with sleek utility pockets—ready for the city streets.    

D E N I M
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For Spring 2013, Polo Ralph Lauren presents a world of menswear inspired by classic Americana, from yacht club cocktail hours to the tennis courts 
of Ivy League campuses to rustic hiking trails of northern New England. 

Tailored clothing offers warm-weather seersucker and linen in a natural palette of creams, olives and light browns for a classic Southern feel. Subtly 
patterned ties and three-piece suits in understated glen plaids bring sophisticated flair to the collection.

Colorful madras, seersucker, patchwork tartans and fairisles embody the preppy side of Polo, conjuring weekends on Nantucket or Martha’s 
Vineyard. Bold pattern-on-pattern motifs are anchored by shawl-collar sweaters, casual chino jackets, cashmere crewnecks and plaid and striped 
shirts, establishing relaxed style for the archetypal gentleman. A handsome assortment of accessories, including crest- and shield-patterned ties 
and bags, captures Polo’s quintessential spring vibe.

Inspired by the sporting collegiate aesthetic of the 1940s, vintage varsity style is updated in a refined palette of navy, dark green and cream. 
Timeless tennis sweaters boast crests and signature details that pay homage to the age-old sporting tradition. Chalkstriped pants and unstructured 
navy blazers bring a formal sophistication, while more casual outerwear celebrates the athletic spirit of the Ivy League lifestyle. 

For the first time, Polo and RLX are paired together, taking us from campus to campground with a diverse line of sportswear in vibrant primary 
colors. Beacon-printed henleys, distressed denim and anoraks bring a rustic element to the collection, while more technical elements can be seen 
in the activewear, including moisture-wicking fabrics and state-of-the-art construction techniques. Lightweight insulated vests in bright green, blue 
and orange bring touches of texture to weathered canvas pants, cargos, swimwear and faded polos. Rugged nylon bags are among the wide offering 
of utilitarian accessories perfect for a river rafting adventure, creating a unique harmony between Polo’s natural rusticity and performance-driven, 
modern RLX style.
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For Spring 2013, RLX Ralph Lauren presents a cutting-edge collection inspired by performance sports from kayaking to cycling to tennis. Technical 
elements seen throughout include innovative fabrics and lightweight layers, providing unrivaled performance, comfort and style.

Ready for the rapids, RLX combines reinforced roughwear—cargo pants and shorts in durable surplus cotton—with lightweight pieces built for 
physical activity, including moisture-wicking T-shirts in striking neon orange, lime green and yellow. Half-zip sweaters, trim-fitting nylon windbreakers 
and full-zip hoodies add extra layers of insulation, perfect for an excursion on a cool spring night. Functional accessories in neon orange and blue 
add a utilitarian vibe, echoing the bold colors of a beacon-patterned fleece vest.

RLX strikes a balance between technical activewear and sleek, modern streetwear in a focused palette of black, red and white. Long- and short-
sleeve shirts are adorned with bold graphics, inspired by cycling jerseys. Top layers—textured jackets and insulated puffers in red and black 
nylon—are well-suited for spring slopes, city streets and everywhere in between, pairing handsomely with tailored white denim jeans or slim-cut 
black lightweight cotton drawstring pants.

Modern, streamlined tennis gear is crafted from innovative fabrics in high-contrast black and white. Solid short-sleeve knits are cut from stretch 
mesh with piecing at the shoulder and sides for total mobility. A white knit warm-up suit has sharp red details and black piping at the zippers and 
pockets for sleek style on or off the court. 
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UNITED STATES MARC TROISI  646 562 3028 MARC.TROISI@RALPHLAUREN.COM
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